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Importance of multiple
stars

Moe & Di Stefano 2017



KOI-126: A Triply Eclipsing Hierarchical Triple (Carter+ 2011)

Potential to determine 
masses and radii to 0.1 %



A spectroscopic quadruple as a possible progenitor of 
sub-Chandrasekhar type Ia supernovae  (Merle+ 2022)

…



Present-day detection (characterisation) techniques

Moe and Di Stefano 
2017



Present-day detection (characterisation) techniques

Arenou+ 2023



A complementary approach to detection

Distinguish multiple stars from all other single stars based on SED shape alone

Work in photometric colour space



A Second Stellar Color Locus: 
a Bridge from White Dwarfs 
to M stars 
(Smolčić+ 2004)



Color-Induced Displacement
(Pourbaix+ 2004)



Showcase binary system 2MASS J11051973-3905282

Traven et al. 2020 
SB2 analysis:

Gmag = 12.73

Teff 1 = 5026 K
Teff 2 = 6163 K

[Fe/H] = -0.31
E(B−V) = 0.11

R 1 = 3.5 Rsun
R 2 = 2.1 Rsun

delta RV = 77.5 km/s



Showcase binary system 2MASS J11051973-3905282



Compare binary vs single star synthetic colours

- Gaia (G, BP, RP), APASS (B, V), 2MASS (J, H, K), WISE (W1, W2) synthetic 

photometry (pysynphot with Castelli&Kurucz spectra + pyphot package)

- Parameters range for single stars (possibly non-physical combinations): 

- Teff: [3700, 6700] K with 10 K step 

- logg: [0, 5.5] dex with 0.5 dex step

- Fe/H: [-2.5, 0.5] dex with 0.25 dex step

- E(B-V): [0, 1.0] with 0.005 mag step

- Create 45 colour indices from all available magnitudes, e.g.: B-V, BP-J, G-W1



Showcase binary system 2MASS J05553880-7441202

Traven et al. 2020 
SB2 analysis:

Gmag = 12.73

Teff 1 = 5026 K
Teff 2 = 6163 K

[Fe/H] = -0.31
E(B−V) = 0.11

R 1 = 3.5 Rsun
R 2 = 2.1 Rsun

delta RV = 77.5 km/s



Measure of similarity between SEDs

Manhattan distance in colour space

N colours

The photometric precision has to be better than this

RMD =  

Reduced Manhattan Distance - RMD



Showcase binary system 2MASS J05553880-7441202

Traven et al. 2020 
SB2 analysis:

Gmag = 12.73

Teff 1 = 5026 K
Teff 2 = 6163 K

[Fe/H] = -0.31
E(B−V) = 0.11

R 1 = 3.5 Rsun
R 2 = 2.1 Rsun

delta RV = 77.5 km/s



Case study: binary system 2MASS J05553880-7441202

Traven et al. 2020 
SB2 analysis:

Gmag = 12.73

Teff 1 = 5026 K
Teff 2 = 6163 K

[Fe/H] = -0.31
E(B−V) = 0.11

R 1 = 3.5 Rsun
R 2 = 2.1 Rsun

delta RV = 77.5 km/s



Showcase binary system 2MASS J05553880-7441202
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SB2 analysis:

Gmag = 12.73

Teff 1 = 5026 K
Teff 2 = 6163 K

[Fe/H] = -0.31
E(B−V) = 0.11

R 1 = 3.5 Rsun
R 2 = 2.1 Rsun

delta RV = 77.5 km/s







Proposed detection approach summary

- Efficiency does not depend on orbital configuration (e.g. period, inclination, 
eccentricity, phase) of multiple stellar systems

- We need mmag precision or better, offered already by selected photometric 
surveys

- Limited by luminosity ratio - it doesn’t work for equal mass or low mass ratio 
systems, giant/dwarf systems

- A very low-cost approach



Plan for further investigation

- Explore the feasibility of detection across the parameter space with current 
(and future, e.g. GaiaNIR) observational capabilities

- Select/define best suited photometric filters

- Create an (ML) algorithm for assigning multiplicity probabilities, taking into 
account individual observational uncertainties and external information (e.g. 
extinction)



Current observed multiple stars for exploration / training

- Gaia astrometric, eclipsing, spectroscopic binaries (~2 million)
- GALAH binaries (~13k), triples (~40), quadruples (~2)
- Apogee binaries (~20k), triples (~200)
- LAMOST binaries (~3k), triples (~130)
- GaiaESO binaries (~400), triples (~10), quadruples (~2)
- RAVE + Gaia (~30k)
- SB9 binaries (~4k)
- TESS binaries (~15k)
- Kepler binaries (~3k)
- OGLE binaries (~400k)
- …
- BUT WHICH STARS ARE SINGLE ?



Caveats / Open questions

- Detection yes, how about characterisation (temperature, luminosity) ?

- Is detection enough for studies of e.g. binary star fraction vs metallicity or mass ?

- How well this method works for higher multiples ?

- How to account for possible systematics between synthetic/observed photometric domain ? 

- How well do we know the extinction law ?

- How to account for chance alignments ?

- Spurious signal due to peculiar stars ?

- Can we define more optimal filters for detection keeping in mind general science goals of 
photometry (what kind of cutoffs/filters would we like for the GaiaNIR) ?

- How can Gaia XP spectra help to constrain the SED or provide additional information e.g. 
metallicity ?







Robust detection of CID double stars in SDSS
(Pourbaix+ 2016)



Showcase binary system 2MASS J05553880-7441202
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